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Just the facts, mam. Just the facts.
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   DOWNSIDE

   • A lot of work.
   • We had to learn the hard way. (experience)
   • No measurement. (how could we convince a third party that our program is adequate)
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3. 1987, NFPA 1500, Standard on Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program published
   a. Became safety standard for fire departments.
   b. Required regular apparatus inspections.
   c. Required FD’S to establish maintenance program.
   d. Required Development of “Out-of-Service Criteria”.
   e. Require “Qualified Person” for inspection and maintenance.
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1. We started by designing our own program
2. Scattered incidents around country began focusing interest on apparatus maintenance.
4. December, 1988, IAFC Apparatus Maintenance Section (now Emergency Vehicle Management Section) began development of EVTCC Program
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5. May, 1990: Waterbury, Conn. engine crash killed 2, injured 3 other FF’s.
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Aw, - - - - -!
8. IAFC Apparatus Maintenance Section petitioned NFPA for preventive maintenance standard.
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12. *NFPA 1911 became maintenance bible 12/06.*
So, ---- What Now?
What if I told you 10 years from now your life would be exactly the same? Doubt you’d be happy. So, why are you afraid of change?

Karen Salmansohn
best selling author of The Bounce Back Book
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Contact your Divisional EVMS Representative

Or, go to Emergency Vehicle Management Section at [http://www.iafc.org/](http://www.iafc.org/)
One last thing.

Because I brought a problem to your attention, doesn’t mean that it’s my fault or that it wouldn’t have been broken if I didn’t find it---
My job is to keep something from jumping up and biting you without you knowing it. I’m your friend, not your conscience. I respect you enough to let you decide how to proceed and besides, if I didn’t let you know and you got bit, someone would get around to blaming me.